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   NaturaList – the ornitho app for Android devices 

Start 

When you start the app for the first time, you are asked to log in. If you 

already have an ornitho account just log in with your ornitho login cre-

dentials (email and password). If not, select “Register” and you will be 

directly transferred to the ornitho website where you can create an 

account. Without registration you have the possibility to view the ob-

servations made in your vicinity within the last 15 days but you won’t 

have access to most of the app functions. 

After the first login you are asked to accept the terms of use of the 

app. A list of countries and regions for which an ornitho platform exists 

is also displayed. In many of them you have the possibility to submit 

sightings from other taxonomic groups. In Switzerland, from 2015 on, 

sightings of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, etc. will be transmitted to 

the CSCF (Swiss Centre for Wildlife Cartography). However, you can 

already submit “non-bird” sightings now and even older ones. 

 

User interface 

The user interface consists of three adjacent panels. The left one displays your own sightings, the 

middle one displays the observations made within a few kilometers around your current position. 

The right panel displays the rarities observed within a radius of 100km around your current position. 

You can switch between these three panels back and forth by wiping the screen horizontally. 
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The header remains identical for each panel and gives access to the following functions: 

 report sightings in real time: the sightings are saved with the actual date and hour. 

 report older sightings: date and hour have to be entered manually. 

 
personalized settings: the position and the symbol used might differ depending on the 

device used. 

 

 

How to submit sightings 

The NaturaList app registers the exact localization of each sighting (i.e. with a metric precision) and 

only single sightings can be reported (daily lists will come at a later time). Once you have selected 

one of the two modes for data acquisition a map is displayed in a new window on which you are 

asked to adjust the sighting localization.  

Like on ornitho.ch the  button allows you to switch between the different map layers available. 

A 

Google Map 

 

B 

Google satellite (without 

street names) 

 

C 

Google hybrid (with street 

names) 

 

D 

Google terrain (terrain 

relief displayed “three-

dimensionally”) 

 

E 

National topographic 

maps: 

Those are available in D 

and A, we lack the appro-

priate rights for CH. 

 

F 

Open Street Maps (version 

developed for the Natu-

raList App). 

This map is based on open 

street maps and is com-

pleted by contour lines. It 

is also available offline for 

the whole of Europe.  

We recommend you to 

use this map in Switzer-

land. 
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The red pointer ( ) indicates the observation place (i.e. the bird’s position). This pointer is fixed so 

that you have to move the map - zoom in or out if necessary - to bring the exact location of your ob-

servation to the red pointer.  

Your own position, determined by the GPS sensor of your device, is indicated by a smiley on the map. 

As soon as your position is correctly determined it changes its colour from grey to yellow. Each time 

when you start the app, the first start of GPS might need more time until it finds your position. After 

that, it normally updates your position within a few seconds at most, provided the GPS signal 

strength is good enough. The time needed might also depend on your device and whether your have 

an internet connection or not. 

If the map does not display your current location, click on the  button to go to your cur-

rent position. 

 

Important remark: Please make sure to reposition the map to the spot where you actually saw the 

bird (not your position)!  

For large ducks flocks give the approximate position of the 

centre of each flock. Once the position is defined you can 

proceed to the next step by selecting “Next”. There, while 

giving the first letters of the species name, a list matching 

your input is displayed from which you can select the appro-

priate species. On the next page you can indicate the exact 

number of birds (or estimation). 

On the last page you can add further general remarks, an 

atlas code, details (sex/age) or protect the data (so that the 

other users cannot see it). Once you have saved the sighting 

you are prompted back to the map so that you can submit 

further sightings.  

The sightings are stored locally on your device and are not 

directly exported to the ornitho servers. This would need 

continuous network connection and might drain your de-

vice’s battery. The data that haven’t been uploaded to the 

server yet are marked with the  symbol in your list of 

sightings (“mine” panel). A yellow bar in the bottom part of 

the screen indicates how many observations are still to be 

synchronized. Clicking on the bar starts the uploading process (e.g. at the end of the day or once you 

have a network connection). 

 

Preferences 

You have the possibility to personalize the app to your needs, e.g. to define your default map, the 

default language for species lists or which of the three panels should be set as default. Since this app 

has been developed for many countries, each of them having different atlas codes, you can also se-

lect the atlas code system you generally use. For Switzerland and Italy select “19 codes (CH,IT)”. 
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Offline maps 

In the “Preferences” panel you can also download maps on your device. These maps can be accessed 

later, even without network connection. This spares the battery of your device and allows you to use 

the app also in remote regions. We recommend therefore to prepare your trip and download the 

maps you might need before leaving. 

Be careful: downloading maps represents a huge amount of data. Make sure your smartphone con-

tract allows you to do it without extra costs or use Wi-Fi networks instead. 

Only the OpenStreetMap maps can be down-

loaded. The slider “Limit (Mo)” allows put-

ting an upper limit to the data volume that 

can be stored on your device. Choosing “Add 

a location” displays a map on which you can 

select your region of interest. After that, click 

on “Download”. If the button is inactive, it 

means you haven’t enough space on your 

device (then go back to the “Offline Maps” 

settings and increase the limit) or the area 

selected is too large (zoom in). 

You can add different locations successively 

until the storage space is full. You can re-

move all the maps you have downloaded by 

clicking on “Clear local storage”. 

 

 

FAQs 

What is the difference between the “continuous” and "on request" GPS modes? 

With the continuous mode the current position is determined at regular intervals. This improves the 

GPS reaction time but increases the battery consumption. The mode “on request” however activates 

the GPS only when it is needed, e.g. by clicking on . 

 

 

What do the grey or green smileys mean? 

The smiley indicates the observer’s position. If the position is not yet known or not accurate, a “sad” 

grey smiley is displayed. The red circle indicates the uncertainty range of the position. A precise posi-

tion is indicated by a “smiling” yellow smiley. 

 

 

Why can’t I see the downloaded offline maps? 

The only offline map layer available in Switzerland is the one of OpenStreetMap. Therefore you need 

to change to this layer (via the  button) to display the map and submit your sighting in offline mo-

dus. 
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Can I use the NaturaList app abroad? 

Yes. If you use the app in a country for which an ornitho platform exists, your observations will be 

transmitted automatically to the local ornitho system. For example if you submit observations made 

in Italy you can find them again under “all my sightings” on www.ornitho.it after logging in (for that, 

use your ornitho.ch login credentials). 

You can use this app the same way in regions or countries without an ornitho platform. Your data are 

stored on data.biolovision.net instead where you can consult them (after logging in). From this plat-

form you can also download your data in an excel file for your own use. Before starting the download 

you can select the year in the calendar placed above. For now only the sightings submitted via the 

NaturaList app are accessible on this website. 

 

Can I also submit older sightings? 

Yes, as long as their exact location is known. 

 

Can I view all my sightings? 

Yes, all your sightings are visible on our new website data.biolovision.net. 

There you will find all the sightings you have submitted with the app, regardless of their taxonomic 

group (birds, mammals, dragonflies, etc.) and the location where you observed them (at home or 

abroad). Only the sightings that have been submitted directly on ornitho.ch are not visible on this 

website. 

Please note that this website is currently under construction. More functions might come in the fu-

ture. Thanks in advance for being patient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


